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the section on native api documentation covers the jssc library, a c/c++ library for applications
requiring low-level control of the microcontroller. it is separated from the cortex-m core api which is

covered in the previous section. the java api provides access to the i/o and peripherals of the
microcontroller, as shown in figure 1-3. it consists of a number of class libraries and examples. the

sdk also provides java apis for interacting with the system resources of the microcontroller using the
java language. the atmel svd files have had quite a few changes that should be noted. some of the
changes are listed below. added three new core modules, one for timer, one for serial peripheral

interface and one for the real time clock. these new core modules are listed in the atdf and svd files
but do not have a symbol in the iarik file as they are only core modules in the reference design.
changed the description of tc1 and tc2 from instance nodes to macros in the appropriate header
files. the macro names that represent the tc1 and tc2 modules have also changed. tc1 and tc2

should no longer be defined as macros in the header files. changed descriptions of interrupt
controllers to match what is in the datasheet for the devices and removed the definition of interrupt

controllers from the atmel svd file. these changes made it possible to get the svd file to build and the
iar program will run without error. the interrupt controllers are needed to handle error conditions

from the peripherals that are found in iarik files.
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